
Wilkinson, numerical analysis, and me 
Nick Trefethen 
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   Friday 14 October Lecture by Kahan on floating point implementation. 
                    Serra House lunch with Kahan -- he is quite some character. 
 
   Friday 28 October    CS237.  Wilkinson is wonderful. 
 
   Tuesday 22 November   CSD colloquium: McCarthy.  Terrible. 

Diary notes from Stanford, Fall 1977. 
Assessments of 3 Turing Award winners. 
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13 November 1977 
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Wilkinson 

1. Backward error analysis 

2. Rounding errors 

3. Gaussian elimination 

4. Roots of polynomials 

Numerical analysis 

Is interval arithmetic useful? 

What is numerical analysis? 

Is probability important for NA? 

What is mathematics? 
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1. Backward error analysis Is interval arithmetic useful? 
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2. Rounding errors What is numerical analysis? 

Wilkinson told the world that rounding errors may make computed solutions worthless.  

He was the world’s best-known numerical analyst, and the world got the message 
loud and clear.  (Forsythe and others were important too.) 

Sadly, I believe this has a lot to do with the dim reputation of numerical analysis ever since. 
People regard NA as an ugly business of engineering compromises.  Many believe that 
the most important thing to know about NA is that things often go wrong.   

70 Turing Awards winners so far…. 

In fact, NA is the study of algorithms for problems of continuous mathematics. 
Many of the problems are in an exact sense unsolvable, yet we solve them with amazing speed. 
This was the subject of my essay “The definition of NA” and of my inaugural lecture at Oxford. 
 
    Two stories. David Gries, planning a lecture for the intro-to-CS course, Cornell 1992. 
                         Alain Goriely, writing A Very Short Introduction to Applied Mathematics, Oxford 2017. 
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3. Gaussian elimination Is probability important for NA? 

Driscoll and Maki, SIREV, 2007 

One of W.’s triumphs was his 1961 analysis of Gaussian 
elimination.  Von Neumann and Hotelling had predicted 
exponential growth of errors.  W. showed this can’t occur 
unless you get exponentially large growth factors. 

But you can get exponentially large growth factors! 
Yet somehow in practice they never seem to turn up.   
(“Anyone that unlucky has already been hit by a bus.”) 

The explanation is probabilistic.  With random matrices, 
large growth factors are exponentially rare (not just 
algebraically).  Unproved, but clear from experiments. 

Traditionally, W. and other numerical analysts have little 
interest in probability, and few people except me have 
regarded stability of GE as a big unsolved problem. 
Is probability moving mainstream in the era of big data? 
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4. Roots of polynomials What is mathematics? 

" It was a total revolution: algebra ceased to have as objective the solution of equations 
  and instead turned to the characterization of different structures.  In so doing, this 
  constituted the passage to modern mathematics. “        - Corbelan, Galois, 2000 

 
 

Did rootfinding cease to be important in 1830?  Of course not. 
But it ceased to be of interest to most mathematicians. 
By the time Jim came along, the problem had belonged to the numerical analysts for generations. 
What does this say about mathematics? 

The 20thc brought us Galois on steroids: algebraic geometry = roots of multivariate polynomials. 
Structures, of course, not computations.  (In fact, multivariate polynomials are little used numerically.) 
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Back to Jim. 
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